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1. Entrance Elevators
It takes a long time to drive the delivery elevator down to the furnace

facility. The foreman politely also provided me with a cart which drives

on the facility’s tracks, withstands any heat and can be used to trans-

port the molten core from the furnace back to the surface.

2. Facility Management
The facility manager has locked himself into his office. I need to con-

vince him through the door to open the massive blastdoor for me.

3. Entrances
The west maintenance tunnel has collapsed and the east door was 

welded shut and cannot be opened from this side. I’ll have to open the

blast door and travel down the tracks towards the furnace.

4. Shielding and Demons
There are flying demons in this facility. They guard the supplies of 

cooling layers and try to shove me out into the main corridor. The

passage north is blocked by a stationary demon, holding a shield. I

guess I shall not pass through from this side. Or is there a way?

5. Coolant
Shelves upon shelves filled with coolant. However, I can only carry 2 

at a time. The passage north is blocked again.

6. Shortcut back
From this side, I can open the ways back to the elevators. I also 

assume, that I can open the welded door from the core side (10).

7. Lockpicking and fights
The door was locked and I had to pick it open in the immense heat.

Insided waited some heavy hitting demons for me, whose attacks 

destroyed one coolant layer when they managed to land.

8. Frostbite Bottles - Friend or Foe?
As many frostbite bottles as I want - but should I really use them?

9. Main Corridor and Blast Doors
I can see the infernal core and can push my cart right up to it. Yet, 

to close the second blast door I’d need a large directed explosion.

10. Draining the Core
As soon as I drained the core on the furnace’s east side, the demon

inside came after me. I could only damage it after luring it away from 

the cart/core and then throwing frostbite bottles at it. 

Fiery Finale
As soon as I entered the elevator with the cart and the core, the 

furnace gave off one last heatblast, cooking my red and black skin one

last time. Then the facility fell silent and I went to collect my reward.

The Core and its Heatblast
While in the furnance, the core sends out a heatblast all 18s, which 

travels in a straight line down the main corridors (9). Anyone caught

within is damaged and one of their worn cooling layers is broken.

Protection
The following pieces of gear are apparently available within the

facility to help combatting the heat-levels:

   : Up to 2 cooling layers can be worn. Each reduces heat by 1

   : Coolant - can be consumed to either restore a broken cooling

     layer or gain a temporary cooling layer for 1 minute.

      : Frostbite - can be consumed to ignore 3 heat levels for 1

         minute. Personal heat level raised by 1 afterwards for 1d.

Heat-levels
Before climbing down to the furnace, I’ve been informed about the

varying heat levels. Without any protection, the flames have the

following cumulative effects on anybody:

   : Difficulty performing basic tasks, halved movement speed

   : Difficulty performing advanced tasks, life-essence halved

      : 12 seconds until full immolation and gruesome death

I have been tasked with aiding the dwarfes in shutting down one of

their arcane furnaces. A demon managed to snuck inside its molten

core and is now using its nigh infinite heat to destroy the facility and

the lands surrounding it. The head of the smelters’ guild defined the

list of my priorities for the coming mission:

a. Remove the molten core from the furnace using any means 

   neccessary. As long as it remains in the furnace, it will provide the    neccessary. As long as it remains in the furnace, it will provide the 

   demon with sheer infinite power. If cooled down it could also be 

   used to create a new arcane furnace.

b. Kill, remove or incapacitatte the demon possessing the molten core.

c. Shut the second blast door to the facility, to trap all the excess 

   magic exhaust produced during the possession inside.

d. Rescue any workers still trapped inside the facility.
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